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   Attempts to use mechanical devices for language teaching date back to the early 1900's.
In 1906, for example, Charles C. Clark, professor of foreign languages at Yale University used
phonograph cylinders in teaching pronunciation (Darian 1972: 143). , About the same time Otto
Jespersen realized the advantages of using the phonograph, saying that the phonograph "is
patient andi repeats the same sentences many times without getting tired or changing its into-
nation, and enables the students to hear different accents" (1904: 177〉. In 1924 specialists in
speech at Ohio State University installed a "language laboratory" which was equipped with
"a central source for student responses," and enal)les the students to record and play back indi-
vidually (Hock'ing 1968: 47). In 1929 students taking phonetics courses at Middlebury Co!lege
French Summer School, Vermont, spent an hour a week in the phonetic laboratory, which pro-
vided record players, ear-phones, and mirrors for watching lip movement (Locke 1965: 295).
    According to Hocking (1967: 13-14), the advantages claimed at that time were similar to
those accepted by the practitioners ef the language laboratory as we know it today; that is, (1)
reinforcement of classroom work and acceleration of studeng progress, (2) opportunity and
environment for practice in pronunciation, (3) correct model for imitation, (4) isolation (by
head-phones), thus preventing self-consciousness, (5) motivation, (6) saving of class time, (7)
saving of teacher's voice and energy. The only principle that was lacking is that of "imme-
diiate reinforcement or correction" (Hocking 1967: 14).
    Unfortunately, however, up to almost the first half of the twentieth century, the major
objective of teaching foreign languages in the U. S. was reading, and grammar-translation
method was generally adoPted for that purpose. Therefore, the language laboratory vvhich
emphasized the aual-oral skill was soon overshadowed by the emphasis on the development of
the reading ablity. To be more specific, the 1899 report of the Committee of Twelve, composed
of a dozen prominent members of the Modern Language Association, recommended, after re-
searches on curriculum and methods in ioreign !anguage teaching ef the day, that the reading
skill should be developed as the principal objective and "sight-reading" or "translate at sighV'
 and grammar-translation be principal exercises of the language program for a two-year course
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 (Oliva 1969; 4). This does not mean, hewever, that the importance of the audio-oral aspect was
 denounced completely. The report stated that "the ability to converse should not be regarded
 as a thing of prirnary importance for its own sake but as an auxiliary to the higher linguistic
 scholarship and literary culture" (Thomas 1901 : 20).
     Later, in 1923,-the Modern 'Foreign Language Study began a vast project on the different
 aspects of foreign language, and in 1929 Algernon Coleman summarized the findingS of the
 study in what i$ known as the "Coleman Report." In spite of a dissenting statementissued by
 the members of the committee, Coleman made up the report on his own responsibility (Diller
 1971: 4), and recommended' an emphasis on acquiring a limited reading knowledge of the secorid
 language, since the development of such reading ability is what can be expected of the two-
 year foreign 1anguage eourse'(Carrolr 1953:172, Macl〈ey 1965:149, Rivers 1968: 22). Indeed,
 this report exerted considerable influence on language teaching in colleges and universities as
 well as in secondary schools (Carroll Z953: 172) and eventUally helped to spread the "Reading
 Method." The situation of foreign language, teaching in those days was so deplorable that
Bloomfield summarized it by writing (i933 : 503):
     The large part of the worlc of high schools 'and colleges that has been devoted to foreign-language
     study, includes an appalling "waste of effort: not one pupil in a hundred learns to speak and tinder-
     stand, or even to read a foreign language:
Anyway, at the time when the reading method had its heyday, the language laboratory was
abandoned in favor of an increasjng emphasis on reading and grammar-translation. Therefbre,
 at least two clecades were to pass before the lan.cruage･laboratory stepped inte the Iimelight
again.
    During Werld War II the United States needed fluent speakers of a considerable numbet of
foreign Ianguages, and the U. S. Army carried out its language program (ASTP) with the help
of some 55 coileges and universities. The primary objective of the ASTP was to let the trainee
    .acquire a command of the colloquial spoken form ef a target language tegether with the know-
ledge of the area in which the language is used, and the techniques of Tnim-mem and intensive
drills were emphasized to achieve the dbjectives. Though the ASTP was short-lived, the
success of the program gave a great jmpact on fereign language teachers at large. A wide
awakening to the necessity of letting the student have an aural-oral command of a foreign
language, a reported success of the ASTP and other intehsive language programs similar to
the ASTP, and increasing dissatisfaction among the foreign language teachers with the inade-
quate results of the grammar-translation method, all led tp the popularity of the audio-lingual
approach. Now the time was ripe for applying recording devices to Ianguage teaching.
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   Tbe recording devices used for language teaching in those days were the 78-rprn phono-
graph record, the mirrophone, or the wire recorder. Looking back at the time when the mirro-
phone was first used at the State University of Iowa, Cioffari Wrote (1961: 3):
    in 1943 my students...sat in amazement before a souncl mirror, This remarkably new instrument was
    able to record magnetically a full minute of human voice and render it back with astonishing ficlelity.
Almost at the same time, the wire recorder which had many advantages over the mirro-
phone, appeared on the market. Geor.cre A. C. Scherer (1947: 261) describes it as follows:
    The wire recorder is a,sort of super mirrophone. It is a compact, easiEy portable, single-unit device
    which magnetically records sound on a delicate wire. At any point the wire can be reversed at rapid
    speed, and the recorded passage is ready for replay, The sanie wire may be used over and over again:
    as neNv material recorded, the old is automatically "erased," VSrhile the mirrophone records fer one
    minute only, the wire recorder records continually for over an 1iour.
Though tbe mirrophone and the wire recorder were accepted with amazernent, they were
still primitive types of recording instrurnents compared with the tape-recorder to be invented
later. The poor quality of reproduction, especially, limited their usefulness in language teach-
ing (L6on 1966:25, Croft 1972:388, Darian 1972: 142).
   .Although the term "language laboratory" was first used by Ralph Waltz some thirty years
ago, the language laboratory as we understand it today did not come into existence until the
beginning of the 1950's, when the tape-recorder came to be gradually used for language teach-
ing. The tape-recorder is an international invention in･that "the oxide coating is a Swiss
invention developed in Germany; mylar, the nearly unbreakable plastic base, is French; and the
two were put tegether and mass-produced in the United States" (Locke 1965: 295). Due to the
invention of the tape-recorder and thankS to the federal funds ixnder the tit!e III of the NDEA
in 1958, the numbet of laborateries increased rap3dly. According to Hocking (1967: 12e), there
were only 64 laboratories in secondary schools in 195S, whereas the number jumped as high as
over 5,OOO in 1962, and 900 laboratories were installed in colleges and universities, Two years
later, there were 6,OOe to 7,OOO laboratories in secondary schQols and 1,200 or more in colleges
and universities (Locke 1965 ; 295).
    Originally, the language laboratory as a teaching tool had no necessary connection with
any panicular method. However, the potential role of the language laboratory was naturally
associated with the theories and objectives of the audie-lingual approach. The assumption of
the audio-lingua! approach is that 1anguage is primarily speech composed ef patterns, and that
language learning, whether it is a niother tongue or a foreign language, is basically a mechani-
 cal process ef habit formation. It follows that language is learned through meMorization,
 constant repetition and reinforcement, and thus the mim-mem and pattern practice were given
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 very important ro!es to play. This assumption ancl the techniques of the audio-lingual apProach
 coincided with the advantages of the language laboratory, which can provide endless repetition
 with uniform quality of sound, immediate reinforcement, and individual practices according
 to differences in rates of learning. In this connection Rivers (1968: 36) put it so well by
 writing:
     Concurrently with thes6 developments in methods came new aids for teaching in tlie form of mag-
     netic tape and language laboratory equipment, and it was soon found that these were very useful for
     the teaching oE listening and speaking skills.
 Thus, the language laboratory came to be regarded as an essential aspect of the audio-
                                         'Iingual approach to teaching toreign'languages, and some linguist went so far as to say that
                           '"the oral approach reinforced by the use of audio-visual aids such as the tape-recbrder, is the
 only successful path to the solution of the problerns of second-language teaching" (Hall 1964:
 455, emphasis added), - '･ - -    With the rapid spread of the laxiguage laboratory, however, instances were often observed
in which the laboratory was misused or regarcled as a "fad" or a "status symbol." Repeated
cautions had to be made against the misuse and misconception of the Iaboratory; the language
laboratory is no more than a machine, and it is not the foolproof means of teaching foreign
languages, and the benefit of the laboratoTy "depends on the careful control of the laboratory
and the material constituting the course" (Cioffari 1961: 6),
    A major problem that arises as soon as a laboratory is installed is that of material. As to
the importance of the material, Hill (1968: 140) says that "a language laboratory is only as
geod as the material used in it," and to quote Croft (1972:396),"the main value of the language
laberatory Iies not so much in the kind of equipment you have, but in the way you make use
of what you have." Hutchinson (1966: 216) enumerates five elements which make for the
effectiveness of the laboratory: (1) the teacher, (2)-{lie teach'ing materials, (3) the teaching
and grading program, (4) the student practice sessions, and (5) the equipment. Here we
should notice that the teacher and the teaching materials come first and that the equlpment is
listed last. Any tool or instrument including the language laboratory will be relegated toa
mere gadget without the teacher's ability to use it properly and good material to be used in it.
    Here let us take a glance at the historical development of the language laboratory in
Japan. The first language laboratory was established at Kyoto University ofArts and Science
in 1951 (Kaneda 1973: 46), four years after AIfred S. Hayes developed the laboratory as we
understancl the term today at Louisiana State University. T.he following year Nanzan Univer-
sity installed a laboratory with 106 booths for listening only, which was modelecl after the one
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at Georgetown University (Isshiki in Hocking 1967: 131). However, the laboratory didi not seem
to attract much attention in the 195e's, and there were as few as 9 laboratories installed at
university level by the end of the 1950's (Eigo Kyoiku, Nov., 1966: 12). In the 1960's we
saw a･ rapid spread of laboratories in secondary schools, colleges and universities, andbyebe
end of-the 1960's, it was reported that there were over 1,200 langrtage laboratories in Japan in
all (Kasaya 1971:34), We can think of various reasons for sucharapid increase. .For one
thing, in Japan, too, the necessity for the developrnent of the aural-oral skills was felt keenly,
which obliged the teachers at large to adopt the new method of oral approach, Another reason
is that the first Japanese made tape-recorder appeared on the market in 1960 and the mass
production made it possible for schools and universities to install them. Also, the approaching
of the Tokyo Olyrnpic Games (held in 1964) stirred an unprecedented boom in "English Con-
versation" or spoken English. Another reason worth mentioning is the foundation of the
La!iguage Laboratory Association of Japan in July, 1961, Experiences, suggestions and.re-
search findings were imparted to its members through its publication and symposiums. For
the first few years after the foundation of the Association, the most interest was in the equlp-
ment, but attention was gradually being shifted from the hardware to the software. There has
been much discussion over the p6tential roles and effectiveness of the laboratory and it is still-
in dispute.
   Since the appearance of the Ianguage Iaboratory, there have been pros arid cons about its
use for foregin language instruction. One report which had a very disturbing infiuence on the
language laboratory use was the one published by Raymond F. Keating in 1963. In the report
entitled A Study of the Eltf/ ectiveness of Language Laboratories, Keating stated that the laboratory
could be done without and that expenditure would be spent more effectively on other things
than on the laboratery. Objections and criticisms were raised against this report. Edward M.
Stack (1964: 189), for example, criticized Keating by saying that he did not define the laboratory
nordid hemindhow it was used, that he had misinformation or misapprehension about the
laboratory, its purpose and use, and that the tests used to determine whether the laboratory is
effective were the ones "dating from 1940 to 1955" and were "loaded in favor of students using
traditional, non-audiolingual materials" (Stack 1964: 191). Stack argued that the inevitable
conclusion one reaches from Keating's Report is not that the laboratory is ineffective but that
"the language laboratory is most effective in beginning.cour$es in teaching the speaking skills.
Students that use it are superior to those that do not in this regard" (Sta¢k 1964: 193). John J.
Porter and Sally F. Porter (1964: 195) also criticized Keating because of the inadequacy of his
definition of the laboratory, adding that he "has made no attempt at strict standardization of
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the equipment used for study nor of the materiais used in the language 1alboratories2' They
went on to say that `twith the numerous.problems in the materials chosen, the small differences
obtained in group performance, and the inadequate analYtical techniques, it would be best to
cbncludethat an experimental design which tests the effectiveness of language laboratories
remaihs to be constructed" (Porter and Porter 1964: 196). Williarn N. Locke is more critical
and stated:
     What it (L e., Keating Report) prevedi was that IKeating !mew nothing abollt the 'language laborato-
     ries in the schools he studied, whether they were used or how they were used, Apparently his prlncipal
     purpose in publishing the repert was to gain personal notoriety. In this he succeeded. (1965: 302)
    Needless to say, for an experiment to be reliable and valid, various factors and variables
involved should be controlled'as rigidly as possiblej otherwise the experiment induces grave
doubt as to its results. There have been various researches done on the various phases of the
]anguage laboratory. One experimenta1 work Conducted by Patricia Moore (1962:-269-71)
may be mentioned here. She tried to compare, the experimental group (the group using the
A-A-C type laboratory) with the control group (non-lab group) in oral and written tests. She
discovered that in the oral test, "fifty-percent of the students in the eXperimental group showed
a marked improvement," while "in the control group, no students demonstrated improvement"
(Moore 1962: 270-71). As for the written test, Moore concluded that in the experimenta1
group seventy-five percent of the students tested improved, while fifty percent of the students
in the control group showed improvement (Moore 1962: 271). The defect of,this experiment is
that the number of the subjects tested were very' small, sixteen in all.
    In 1964 a more extensive and reliable experiment was carried out by Sarah W. Lorge. The
objectives of the research were to ask "whether the teacher improves the teaching-learning
situation by using the laboratory as a teaching aid," and "to determine in which areas it has
proved to be successful, and how'its ,use could be made rnore effective" (Lorge 1964: 409).
With these objectives in'mind, Lorge conducted twe experiments comparing the 1al) groups
with the non-lab groups. "Laboratory work was condticted within the framework of the five
weekly class periods, replacing for the assigned amount of ,time other types of classroom'exer-
cises conducted in comparison groups" (Lorge 1964;410) and "work'in experimental and
comparison groups included both coventional and speaking-listening activities" (Lorge 1964:
410). The te$ting program consisted of speech production and listening comprehension, and the
former was tested in response-to a visual and audial stimulus,'and the latter was measured by a
test devised for this experiment, in which the students were directed to listen to tape and write
a number of the correct answer on a specific part of the picture upon hearing the direction,s
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(Lorge 1964: 411). Also comparison was made between the A-A type and A-A-C type of
laboratories, and between the group using the 1al)oratory daily and the one using it once a
week. The results of the experiments are shown in the following chart (Lorge 1964: 415):
     '                      '             Relative A[chie"ement Gains in Three Variab!es: Overall Quality ef Speech,
                      Comprehension, Fast, Total Score of Written Test
Laboratory DailyLaboratory Weekly
Variable Record-
P!aybaclc
Audio-
Active
Record-
Playback
Audio-
Active
Control Significance
Overall Quality of Speech
LiSFtaesniMg Comprehension,
Total Score, Written Test
1
1
1*
2
2
3
3
3
5
4
5
4
5
4
2**
.Ol
.Ol
,Ol*
. osa:*
 :i:The group.ranking 1 is superior to Groups 3, 4, 5 at the .Ol level.
 **The group ranking 2 is superior to Groups. 3, 4, 5 at the .05 leve!. There is however ne statistically signifi-
   canF difference between groups ranking 1 anq 2.
To quote Lorge (1964; 416),
    The superiority of all jaboratory grottps over the n6n-Iaboratory group in duality of speech suggests
    that laboratery work of any kind gives an experience in speaking different from the usual "live"
    class and that it shows results proportionate to time spent in the laboratory,
Some features contributing to successful operation of the 1ahoratory, according to Lorge
(1964: 419), were "the amount of ti.me regularly devoted to laboratory practicei; the types of
equipment uSed and the types of learning exercises prepared; the kinds of 1esson-tapes used;
and, most important, the attitude and skill of the teacher."
   Another good experimental researdh to be rnentioned is the one carried out fr6m lg63 to
64 by the Foreign Language Institute of the Tokyo University of EdUcation with the finattcial
assistance from the UNESCO, which tried to determine the effectiveness of a tape-recorder in
teaching English at primary and junior high school levels (Ouchi, et al. 1965). The experiment
consisted ef three parts: Expe7iment A, the subjeets are 4th graders, the aim of the experiment
being to compare the results of the group working with the tape-recorder alone with those of
the group taught by a live teacher; E2tPeriment B, the subjects are 6th graders and the aim is
the same as in Experiment A; and EhrPeriment C, the subjects are 7th graders and the objective
ef studiy is to compare the two approaches, that is, the one presenting the oral and'written
material from the beginning opposed to the approach that makes oral presentation for a certain
period before introducing written material (Ouchi, No. 2, 1965: 14-15). The findings of the
research conducted for a ten-week period are:
Experiment A: (1) As to aural comprehension and oral production, there was no significant
1
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    difference in results between the experimental group (tape-recorder group) and the control
    grpup (Ouchi, No. 4, 1965: 2S). "
    (2) Concerning the perception test, no significant difference was found between the two
    groups. Teaching entirely through tapes was in no way inferior to live teachers, so that
    such mechanical drills as repetition and pattern practice may well be entrusted to tapes,
    and the teacher can devote himself to rnental and cognitive aspects of language teaching
    (Ouchi, No. 4, !965: 31).
Experiment B: What was said of Experiment A app!ies to B.
Experipaent C: There was no significant differences between the two approaches. If, however,
   the teacher introduces written m'aterial before the students getsu[ficient oral practice, they
    tend to depend on written inaterial,･ which will be an obstacle to the development of hear-
    ing and speaking skills (Ikenaga, No. 7, 1965: 32). ,
Thus, it has been proved that if the material is Well prepared and programmed, the tape-
recorder can achieve the same satisfactory results as the good live teacher at least in the
mechanical phase of foreign language instruction.
   In 1966 Hori (1966: 8-11) attempted an experiment to investigaLte and document a hy-
pothesis that the language laboratory, even if a very simple one, is more effective than a tape-
recorder alone. The conclusion of the experiment is that even a simple audio-passive laboratory
was more effective than a tape-recorder in aural perception skill.
   Klaus A. Mueller (1967: 349-51) conducted a research to "determine the re!ative effective-
ness of different types of language learning activities, as supported by $ignificantly differrent
types of eiectromechanical devices or laboratory installations" and reports that though "there
is no clear-cut evidence that one type of language laboratory is superior to another," "there
may be a major difference between the student who uses a laboratory and the one who does
noV' (Klaus 1967: 351)., Hutchinson (1972: 392) reports that the-students who were taught
by audio-lingual method including language 1ai)oratory practice,made, after two-year period,
much more gains in speaking than the students taught by the grammar-reading method, though
the latter group was superior in writing. Schaafsma (1968: 91) claims,.based on his own
tests, that "for large classes taught by.native speakers, the addition of the language laboratory
has produced a marked improvement in the control of grammaticaljforms as well as an irnpro-
vement in the perception and production of speech sounds, though much greater on the
perception side than on the production side7'2
   As we have seen, the language laboratory seems effective in some aspects of teaching
foreign languages. However, the remark made by Hocking ten years ago still holds gooa
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today:
    The language laboratory and materials are too recent for us to know all the answers to the questions;
    indeed we do not yet know all the questions (1967: 39).
We need much mere scientific investigations to determine what the language Iaboratory
cai! and cannot do in teaching foreign languages, but it seems that we can probably improve
our teaching by making the best use of the laboratory without forgetting the limitations the
laboratory has.
    Recently some contending views and theories of linguistics, psychology and pedagogy have
been developed. It is true that they have alot of suggbstions to make for improving our lan-
guage teaching, but theY are rnostly still tentative and need to be elaborated. Chomsky (1966,
43-49) has clairned that neither !inguistios nor psychology has progressed far enough to provide
a basis for a theory of language teaching. The classroom teacher is well aware that there is
no single best method and that one method or technique which may be appropriate in a partic-
ular class activity is not necessarily effective in another situation or for teaching different
aspects of language. The best method, if any, would probably be an eclectic approach which
tries to adopt whatever it is that has been found effective in letting students acquire the al)ility
to master a target language, and this is what Sweet recommended about three quarters of a
century ago. He wrote: "a good triethod must, befere all, be comprehensive and eclectic"
(1899: 3).
   Language is primarily a means of communication and the ultimate objective of foreign
languages also lies in leading students to this objective: understanding the culture of those
who speak the language as well as mastering phonological and syntactic properties of the
language to the extent that they can be used freely and creatively to 'express oneself as the
situation requires. Students naturally st'art lea!:ning a toreign language in the situation in
which all the- exercises are under strict control by the teacher, but the controls are gr'adually
relaxed so as to 'allow the students to express themselves more and more freely as they progress
from the lower to 'th  upper levels of language learning.
   According to Rivers (1972: 73), the language learning activities can' be divided into the
following elements:
Skill-getting
Cognition -
Production (er
Pseudo･Comn)unicatio;i)
Perception
Abstraction
Articulation
C nstruction
1
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   skin-using (interaction -- SexCperPets'isOinon [Motivatien to communicate
She proposes a new rnedel which C`allots a fu11 role to interaction (or skill-using) as an
essential complement to sl〈ill-getting (cognition and production or pseudo-communication)"
(1972; 71). She also points out that "our fai]ure in the past has been in our satisfaction with
the students who perform well in pseudo-communication" (1972: 73), assuming that "after
basic patterns ana structures are mastered, the student can preceecl to more and more control!ed
substitution and eventually to free conversation" (1972: 71). Though the manipulation ski11 in
phonological and grammtical properties of a target language is necessary before one is ahle to
communicate in the language, lang'uage is too complex to learn entirely through conditioning.
We should be aware, however, that conditioning, though severely criticized by nativists andi
transformationalists, has some roles to play in fereign ,language learning. Ney comrnents that
"no responsible transformationalistlias taken a stand against the use of conditioning. In fact
Robin Lakoff herself states that for teaching some points of English gramrnar teaching
methods based on conditioning should be used" (1971: 63), and "even Chomsky has not precluded
the use oC conditioning in learning some 4spects of language" (Ney 1971: 64). The question,
therefore, is not whether manipulation practice such as memorization, repetition and pattern
practice should be abandoned, but how we should bridge the gap between the two antithetical
phases of manipulation and communicatien in order to bring the student up to the point where
he can enjoy communication with others in the target language.3
    Understanding what we hear is basic tq commmication, and the importance of ear training
cannot be ever-emphasized. We should remember that communication cannot be realized unless
we comprehend wha:t is said to us. The beginning student, with sma.11 vocabulary, little' ex-
perience with the target langpage, and limited knowledge of the structures and culture, has to
pay very careful attention to every element of the utterance that is said to him before he is
able to grasp even the gross outline of the message. In communication in our mother tongue,
on the oeher hand, we may not hear all of the sounds that have been uttered, and yet we can
get most or all of the rnessage. Our understading is greatly influenced by the redundancy of
the language, andi the familiarity with the prchability of occurrences of certain sequences of
sounds and -patterns helps us to understand the utterance even in unfavoral)le conditions. For
the student to comprehend in the foreign language, therefore, he should have training in listen-
ing. Unfortunately, aural cornprehension practice has not been given enough attention both in
audio-lingual and cognitive approaches. It is irnperative that the student has training in vari-
ous aspects of phonology, such as junction, assimilation, elision, word-linldng, Lstrong and weak
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forms, etc., as well as stress, rhythm and intonation. The familiarity with such sound features
.together with the knowledge of the probability of occurrence will surely ensure, the progress
in understanding the foreign Ianguage.4 Many scholars emphasize the importance of the ex-
posure or immersion of the student to the natural and authentic models of the foreign language,
because such exposure eventually helps to lay groundwork for the future development of the
student's ability to communicate. Yasui (1973: 266) points out that the role of a tape-recorder
or a language laboratory as a foundation for ]earning a foreign language has been underrated in
spite of its importance. Immersion into a language can be provided by the language laboratory,
and this, according to Yasui, is the latent role of the laboratory. A word of cautien may be'
suggested here: "artificially constructed messages, such as those frequently devised for use in
foreign language classes, often unwittingly reduce the amount of redundancy supplied by a
speaker in a normal situation" (Rivers 1968: 138). The student might well be exposed to short
elliPtical statements, expletive expressions, hesitation, re-stating, and the like as well, which
a::e so common to everyday conversation.
    The laboratory can provide models for students, it can help to establish a solid foundation
of"linguistic habits, and it can facilitate for listening comprehension. Other activities, such as
dictation and transcription, can be done effectively. Also, note-taking and summarization can
be practiced in the laboratory. But this does not mean that the labgratory can do everything
necessary for learnihg a foreign language. For example, in the four-phase drill, which is very
cornmon in language laboratory practice, the material is usually so programmed beforehand as
to allow for dne "correcV' answer to each question, because the' laboratory cannot assess the
cerrectness or qppropriateness of various answers as the live teacher can. In other words, the
student is supposed to respond under rigiq contnyols. Manipulation practice such as this is
essential but we musti remember that this is quite different from communication jn which the
student has free choice of expression. As Lindsay'(1973: 6) has very well put it:
     The lab is not a teaching machine, It is essentially an aid to practice, Language labs have not yet
     been designed as eficient presenters of new language-material; ner have we yet solved the problems
     involved in enabling our learners to use language creatively in lab conditions. (See also Note 5)
    If we tentatively divide the classroom activity into three phases: presentation, manipula-
tion,Land communication, the manipulation phase can best be developed by means of the labora-
tory, but the other two pliases would better be left ta the Iive teacher. Careful presentation of
the problems before practice is inevitable for the subsequent practice to be effective. Elek and
Oskarsson (1972; 72) claimed on the basis of their research that "explanations clar.ifying
language patterns are efiicient in internalizing the grammar of a foreign language even when
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supplied at the expense of practice." It is necessary to let the student listen to whatever we
want him to master again and again until he feels sure that he can repeat it quite satisfactorily.
Contrary to our expectation, bowever, we often find the student is just repeating what he
thinks he hears. Mere listening to and repeating authentic speech on the tape does not neces-
sarily guarantee the acquisition of accurate pronunciation or patterns on the part ef the
student. !t has been reported that students are poor-in assessing their, own pronunciation.
Leon states: . L
     Many things can be taught by a programmed couz`se (Valdman 1964), but as long as we are not ab!e
     to have correcting machines capable ot previding a visual display of pbonetic errors (P. L6on 1962),
     it will never be possible to rely entirely on the student's ability to judge his own pronunciation,.
Hence the importance of monitoring and supervision by the teacher. The student must
learn to recognize, discriminate, and comprehend the phonological features and how they are
articulated before he is asked to produce them,- otherwise he will be in danger of reiniorcing the
errors by repeating them. Kirch (1963:259) went so faT as to say that "it is criminal to put a
studept in the laboratory and have him practice new sounds before he has fairly goed control
over them." The research carried out by Hori and Qthers (1973: 85-93) confirmed this remark.
They concluded that the students who have had no pre-lab instruction are much lower in their
ability ef spealding English than those who have had pre-lab instruction. This conclusion is
applical)le to grarnpaar drills as well, Elek and Pskarsson (1972; 60-72) devised two instruc-
tional methods to determine which of the two mothods provides the better basis for teaching
foreign language.gramrnar to adult studenbs. One of the methods was called bmplicit Mk7thod
,(IM), in whigh the grammar was taught by means of carefully structured and graded pattern
drills but there. was no explicit explanations, geneTalizations, cornparisons with the source
language, er translation exercises. The other was ExPijcit Alethad (EX), in which the gram-
matical problems were carefully explained before they were practiced. Elek ancl Oskarsson
(1972; 72) found out that the EX mothod led to superior results than the IM method in
grammar teaching and even on the oral tests, and they concluded that `Fpattern drills, no matter
how carefully structrtred .and well pexformed, are of limited value as long as insight into the
structure of the language is not prQvided explicitly." And what is more important,.Oskarsson
(1973; 25!-61) remarked, based on the findings of the experiment similar to the one conducted
by Elek and. Oskarsson a year before, that the EX xnethod incorporating some of tlie IM method
might prove more effective than the EX method alone (1973: 261),
   Incleed, language practice must firmly be grounded on understanding, and this is the role
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that the live teacher can do better than the machine. Not only understanding must precede
practice but the practice in the laboratory must also be well integrated to the work in the
classroom. Hutchinson (1967: 358) warns, as one of the deficiencies of the laboratory, that the
1aboratory 'is at its weakest when "it is expected to perform the miracle of teaching the listen-
                                  'ing and speaking skills alone without the coordination and integration ef classroom activities
                                      '                                                    L
    If we expect the student tQ develop cohtrol of language for communication, we must give
the student the sufficient opportunity to use what he has learned through the 1al)oratory
practice'in such classroorn situations as to allow the student to interact wi,th hits teacher and
fellow students. The importance of the post-lab instruction, therefore, must nQt be neglectecl,
because it relates the 1al)oratory drills to communicative activity. The often repeated criticism
that the 1al)oratory does not ensure free expression of thought and ideas on the part of stuaents
is not the defect of the laboratory but the responsibility of the teacher. It is the teacher who is
responsible for-devising communication situations in which theLstudent can use and transfer.
his･ knowledge and storage of the lingui'stic patterns.
    The language laboratory, like any other teacliing aid, is effective only ii it is provided With
good material, and if the teacher knows how to use it and what it can and cannot do for teach-
ing foreign languages. With remarkable andi rapid progress of technology, more and'more
sophisticated laboratories will be avai1al)le, but whatever sophistication may ,be brought .about
by teclinological ingenuity, the value of the laboratory, as has been pointed out, depends not
upon the instrument itself but, to a great extent, upon the teacher who operates it. We mi.crht
listen to what Hutchison says:
     One cannot expect to teach well with a language laboratory if he cannot teach well without it. A
     more positive expression of the iclea wou!d be that if one can teach well without laboratory equipment;
     he can teach even better with it (1966: 217)
    In the final analysis, the language laboratery has many problems yet to be solved. However,
as for the teacher, to use Cat'roll's terms, he should not be the "standpat traditionalist," nor the
"gadgeteer," but the teacher who is creative and willing enough tb try out new ideas, ap-
proache$ and aids that are supported by researches and development and which not only suit
the objective of the course but ctin highly motivate'the student to !earn. Adequate material, a
skilled teacher, good coordination between lab activities and classroom instruction,' and- the
student's high motivation to learn will surely make the language 1al)oratory a successful teach-'
ing equipment which may help to bridge the gap between manipulation and communication.
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                                         Notes . ･
    1. 0ne iurther word on the frequency of language laboratory sessions. Peter S, Green (1972: 283-92)
 stated, based on a well-orgallized, rigidly-controlled three-year experiment, that in the context in which the
 language laberatory is `'used tor ene period a week at rigidly timetabled intervals, with commercial tapes at
 beginners' levle," the language !aboratory "has provedi to have no significant advantage over the use of a single
 tape-recorder in the classroem" (1972: 241). This seems to pose a serious problem for us, because in the present
 framework of English instruction both in our schools and universities, it is diMcult, if pot impossible, to allot
 more than one period a week to the language laboratory, One possible solution is that the language laboratory
 is open to the students so that it is easily accessible by them during their tree time or aiter school,
    2. !t might be interesting to compare the claim with the experiment carried out at the Army Language
 School in Monterey, California, which stated that "there was no significant difference between the lab group
 and the non-lab group in the control of.grammatical forrns in either hearing or speaking," though the lab group
 showed `tmarked superiority" in sound perception and pronunciation (Hocking 1967: 62),
    3, Approaches'to bridging the gap are given in detail by Prator (1970), Seliger (1971), Rivers (1972).
    4, Enlightening discussions and suggestlons on listening comprehension are glven in detail by Newrnark
 and Diller (1965), Rivers (1966), Ange]is (1973), Mueller (1974), etc. ,
    5. Rivers also pointed out the limitatiens of the laboratory (196S: IS3): "It (a. e,, the language lab) is
not suitable for the initial presentation of material and for group practice, nor for extension of what has been
iearned to attempts qt real comrnunication, Tbe students are hampered by the unnatural environment and
are unable to develop a feeling for group relationships which facilitates such communication."
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